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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the distribution and production of

micro-organisms within a coastal upwelling front located

off Pt. Sur, California. Underway measurements of adenosine-

5'-triphosphate (ATP) and pigment fluorescence (principally

chlorophyll a) were used to estimate the amount of living

biomass present at 2.5 m. Specific and absolute productivity

were measured by the nucleotide ratio of guanosine-5'-

triphosphate (GTP) to ATP and GTP, respectively. This

investigation was conducted to determine the significance

and applicability of these productivity indices in studying

the relationship of production and distribution of micro-

plankton (principally algae) to frontal features in the

coastal upwelling zone. 'The highest concentration of biomass

associated with the highest rate of absolute productivity

was preferentially located in the strong thermo-nutrient

gradient in the warmer stratified water at the equatorward

edge of the feature.

The measurement of specific productivity using the GTP

to ATP ratio was significantly correlated with assimilation

numbers (productivity index), lending support to the hypothesis

that this ratio is a good indicator of specific community

productivity in microplankton (principally phytoplankton).
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No correlation existed between the GTP concentration

which was enzymatically determined, and the concentration of

GTP which was inferred from the calculated values of & ATP.

This finding indicates that & ATP is not a good estimator

of GTP in ommunity assemblages of microplankton.
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I. INTRODUCTIN

A. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTICN OF BIGMASS AMND PRODUCTIVITY

This thesis examines the distribution and production

of micro-organisms within a coastal upwelling front located

off Pt. Sur, California. Underway measurements of adenosine-

5'-triphosphate kATP) and pigment fluorescence (principally

chlorophyll a) were used to estimate the amount of living

biomass present at 2.5 m. Specific (mg C mg Chla i h ) and

absolute (mg C m 3 h ) productivity were measured by a new

method using the nucleotide ratio of guanosine-5'-

triphosphate (GTP) to ATP and GTP, respectively. Currently

there is no measure of productivity which can easily be

applied to large numbers of samples in the field. It was

the aim of this thesis to evaluate this new technique to

determine if the GTP/ATP ratio would prove to be a viable

alternative to 14C uptake measurements in the field. There-

fore, investigations were conducted to determine the signi-

ficance and applicability of the productivity indice,

GTP/ATP, to a study of the relationship of production

and distribution of microplankton (principally algae) to

frontal features in the coastal upwelling zone.

The patchy distribution of plankton arises from the

irregular structure of many ocean variables. Thus distri-

bution is directly affected by factors such as the intensity

of mixing and stratific\tion of waters, advection

13
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and turbulent diffusion (which alter the physical and

chemical boundary conditions by varying light, temperature,

and salinity gradients), rate of phytoplankton growth,

and zooplankton predation patterns L-Ref. 1_7. Growth or

productivity is primarily affected by the rate of entry

of nutrients into the photosynthetic layer, available

insolation, and variations in the physical environment pro-

duced by fluctuations in the winds and currents Z-.Ref. 2_7.

Various studies have been initiated to try to under-

stand the patchy distribution of biomass and the dynamics

which are involved in producing this heterogeneous regime.

It is logical to assume that the dispersal of phytoplankton

would be controlled to some extent by the physical dynamics

of their fluid environment. Some studies of oceanic water

which have examined the spatial heterogeneity of biomass

have found little evidence of any identifiable structural

relationship LRef. 3, 4, 5_7. The lack of information

about the vertical structure generally limits inferences

which can be made about the observed horizontal variability.

It may very well be the inhomogeneities in the environ-

ment which produce the patchy character of the phytoplankton

and in turn the patchy zooplankton distribution, which

ultimately ensure the stability of the system. One

laboratory study which supports this view investigated

limiting nutrient patchiness in an ammonia limited con-

tinuous culture and found that organisms were best able to

14



utilize their environment, determined by maximal uptake

rate, in a patchy nutrient regime -Ref. 6_7.

Areas of oceanic fronts, however, appear to exhibit

some consistent structural relationships between the

location of phytoplankton biomass and physical and chemical

variables. Although different mechanisms are involved in

the generation and maintenance of frontal boundaries

(which are produced by upwelling, eddies, and the lateral

juxtaposition of adjacent water masses), the generation of

strong thermal and chemical gradients indicates that these

are likely to be regions of high productivity where a

large standing crop will be concentrated.

The following studies, both observational and theore-

tical, provide supporting evidence for the preferential

occurrence of biomass in or adjacent to frontal boundaries.

The region southwest of Pt. Sur, California, has been

shown to be an active area of frequent upwelling advancing

the theories of earlier investigators who proposed that the

phenomenon of upwelling is intensified equatorward of

capes and points along west coastsin both hemispheres

-Ref. 7_7. Previous research investigating features

occurring in this region suggests that biomass is pre-

ferentially located adjacent to frontal boundaries defined

by strong gracients of nutrients and temperature L-Ref. 8, 97.

It is not presently known whether this apparent relationship

is simply the result of dynamic processes physically

15



accumulating biomass through the horizontal and vertical

movement of water parcels at this location, or if the

conditions produced by the upwelling feature itself pro-

vide optimal conditions for growth through formation of

a "natural chemostat" /--Ref. 10, 11, 12_7.

Plankton have been found to be concentrated at the

frontal boundary of a warm-core eddy in the southwest Tasman

Sea /-Ref. 13_7. Seasonal thermal fronts occur in the

western Irish and Celtic Seas. The western Irish Sea

front is a shallow front which is a zone of transition

between mixed and stratified waters. An investigation of

the microvariations occurring at the front noted increases

in biomass at the front, measured by chlorophyll a, peaking

on the western edge in the warmer stratified waters.

Microbial activity, measured through urea utilization was

found to be highest at the front itself -Ref. 147. The

relationship between biomass location, measured by

concentrations of chlorophyll a, and primary productivity,

measured by the carbon-14 uptake method, was studied in

the Celtic Sea Z-ef. 157. Increases in both biomass

and productivity were found at the thermal discontinuity.

A persistant salinity front occurs in Liverpool Bay. it

has been shown that a marked increase in biomass, measured

by chlorophyll a, and growth, by increases in primary

productivity and Assimilation Index, occurs at the front

LRef. 167. The frontal boundaries which occur in the

16
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southwest approach to the English Channel have not only

been found to be sites of high phytoplankton production

but under the right conditions red tides may develop. The

highest values of chlorophyll a were found to extend into

the stratified side of the frontal boundary LRef. 17_7.

Further evidence supporting these in situ observations

has been advanced through satellite imagery. SXYLAB obser-

vations of the spectral properties of upwelled waters off

the northwest coast of Africa found a strong correlation

between ocean color ratio gradients, which are indicative

of productivity, and sea surface temperature gradients.

Ground truth data supported these findings Z-Ref. 18_7.

Similar structure has been observed in features occurring

off Pt. Sur, California. Satellite information from the

NIMDUS7 CZCS (Coastal Zone Color Scanner) which has been

corrected to show the visible spectral properties associated

with the pigment chlorophyll a have confirmed the presence

of biomass on the equatorward edge of a cyclonic feature

in June i.980 L-Ref. 19_7. These satellite images con-

firmed previous interpretation of surface contours which

were constructed using in situ data -Ref. 20_7 which had

suggested the presence of such structure.

One simulation study examined phytoplankton patchiness

using a spatial model in which an initial phytoplankton

patch was subjected to the stresses existing in the natural

oceanic environment kturbulent diffusion, nutrient limita-

tion, diurnal variations, and nocturnal or continuous

17
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grazing). This model was numerically integrated for

several oceanic states. One case of interest examined

an oceanic region where abundant nutrients were homogeneously

distributed. The immediate consequence was the appearance

of a phytoplankton bloom which proliferated as it diffused

into the nutrient rich water. An interesting result of this

case was the appearance of sharp gradients in the nutrient

field near the edge of the phytoplankton patch /-Ref. 217.

The three-dimensional spatial structure of the biD-

logical community is extremely complex. Through increased

appreciation and understanding of the three-dimensional

interactions and identification of the controlling mechanisms

which operate in areas of oceanic fronts such as in the

relatively contained region where upwplling is occurring,

it may be possible to extend these insights to diverse

oceanic areas.

B. GUANOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE

1. The Role of GTP in Protein Synthesis

Because of its crucial role in protein biosynthesis,

the intracellular concentration of GTP fluctuates in direct

proportion to the increases or decreases in ribosome

synthesis and thus growth /-Ref. 22_7. Therefore, the ratio

of GTP to ATP has been proposed as an index of potential

growth representing the instantaneous productivity per

unit biomass -Ref. 23, 24_7.

18



Guanosine triphosphate (GTP) is an essential fac-

tor required for protein biosynthesis. Its presence is

needed to initiate synthesis, for aminoacyl transfer

ribonucleic acid ktRNA) binding to ribosomes, in trans-

location and elongation processes, and in the termination of

the polypeptide chain. During each of these processes

GTP is hydrolyzed. No evidence exists for its use in the

formation of any covalent bond, so it does not act like

an ATP energy donor. In both bacteria and eukaryotes,

the binding and release of initiation factors from ribosomes

occurs only when all of the components of the initiation

complex are present, one of which is GTP. Since initiation

is just the first event which begins protein synthesis,

GTP is only significantly hydrolyzed during aminoacyl-t.RNA

binding and translocation processes. After the first

aminoacyl-tRNA bond has formed, the acceptor site is blocked

by the tRNA. Until this tRNA is translocated and a new

codon on the ribosome is exposed, the site cannot accept

an additional aminoacyl-tRNA and peptide synthesis is

halted. GTP is one factor which is involved in trans-

ferring the peptidyl tRNA to a donor site, freeing the

acceptor site to receive another aminoacyl-tRNA complex

L Ref. 25_7. GTP thus plays an important role in the

noncovalent binding of the transiccational factors to

the ribosomal surface. Splitting of the high energy

phosphate bond is necessary for the movement. Based zn

19
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experimental evidence, one GTP molecule is hydrolyzed for

every translocation act. During the elongation process

of protein biosynthesis in prokaryotic systems, a ternary

complex is formed, consisting of an elongation factor,

GTP, and aminoacyl-tRNA. This complex binds to the

ribosome, GTP hydrolysis occurs, and a new peptide bond

is formed /-Ref. 267. During the elongation of a poly-

peptide chain, two molecules of GTP must be hydrolyzed

for every one molecule of amino acid which is incorporated

zRef. 277. For polypeptide chain termination the

presence of a GTP-bound release factor is necessary

L-Ref. 287. Protein inhibitors suppress nucleotide

synthesis, reducing the availability of newly synthesized

GTP and CTP (cytosine triphosphate), and thus the sub-

sequent incorporation of GTP into RNA and of d-GTP

(deoxy-guanosine triphosphate) into DNA L-Ref. 297.

2. GTP as a Measure of Productivity

The combined supply of nutrients available for the

synthesis of new organic matter and the availability of

energy for photosynthesis in the form of insolation deter-

mines the upper limit of productivity for a particular

marine ecosystem. Growth, defined as an increase in

phytoplankton substance, measured by carbon-14 uptake

(g 14C ni dI) has been well documented. The assumption

is that carbon-14 uptake measures the net increase in new

particulate cell carbon Rhef. 30, 31, 32_7. This method,

20
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although well established, is time-consuming and difficult

to apply in the field.

Studies which have measured both growth rate and

nucleotide concentrations of micro-organisms tend to support

the hypothesis that the ratio of GTP to ATP can be equated

to a measure of productivity or growth rate such as doublings

per hour. Most confirm that the relative amounts of ATP

present per unit biomass remain constant since this level

is maintained independent of growth. while the levels of

GTP per unit biomass increase. A study of the growth rate

of the cyanobacterium Anacystis nidulans grown at different

light intensities exhibited an exponential decrease in the

GTP concentration per unit biomass with decreasing growth

rate while the ATP levels per unit biomass remained

relatively constant L-Ref. 33_7. A similar decline in

GTP levels per unit biomass was reported by Sokawa

/Ref. 34_7 in his studies of Escherichia coli.Inversely,

Franzen and Binkley have shown GTP levels per unit biomass

to increase with growth while ATP levels per unit biomass

remain constant in this species -Ref. 35_7. In another

study which measured GTP in micromoles per gram of dry

weight as a function of growth rate in the bacteria

Salmonella typhimurium, GTP per unit biomass increased

with increasing growth rate (although a simple relation-

ship could not be deduced) while ATP levels per unit bio-

mass remained constant fcr all media "except in the broth

where it doubled" L-Ref. 36_7.

21
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A field study of the vertical distribution of

biomass and productivity in the waters of the Black Sea

found simultaneous increases in biomass (ATP), metabolic

activity (measured by the energy charge), and growth

(measured by the ratio of particulate nucleic acids to ATP)

in the anoxic region of this water body ZRef. 37_7. Results

reported in a later study showed a similar increase in the

productivity ratio, GTP/ATP, at similar depths /Ref. 38_7.
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II. METHODS

A. CRUISE STRATEGY

One purpose of this thesis was to study the distri-

bution and productivity of microplankton within areas of

strong thermal gradients. To accomplish this goal, data

were acquired from the Naval Postgraduate School's research

vessel R/V ACANIA during 27-29 October 1980 in an area

located southwest of Pt. Sur, California, which is known

to be a region of recurrent upwelling events. Measurements

of adenosine-5'-triphosphate (ATP) and chlorophyll a were

used to estimate the amount of living biomass present.

Productivity was determined using a new technique, viz.,

the enzymatic determination of the nucleotide ratio of

guanosine-5'-triphosphate (GTP) to ATP.

Another purpose was to gain some insight into the

biological significance of this ratio, and to investigate

its applicability as a measure of microplanktonic pro-

ductivity. To study these questions two experiments were

performed. The first, a field experiment, compared carbon-14

(14C) uptake and assimilation numbers (rg 4C mg hl

to GTP and the GTP/ATP productivity ratio, respectively.

The second experiment related rates of protein synthesis

inferred from the relative RNA (ribonucleic acid) to DNA

(deoxy-ribonucleic acid) ratio for different population

23
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groups of Tigriopus californicus to the GTP/ATP ratio of

similar groupings in order to determine if this productivity

index is relevant to zooplankton.

Prior to and during the October 1980 cruise, satellite

infrared imagery of the area of interest was relayed to

the scientific party by Mr. Larry Breaker, the staff

oceanographer for the National Environmental Satellite

Service (NESS) office located in Redwood City, California.

The images provided the location, orientation, and dimen-

sions of the feature of interest as well as the apparent

strength of the associated thermal gradients which defined

the upwelling area. This information proved invaluable for

initial location and for designing a cruise track for optimal

underway sampling strategy. Most of the sampling effort was

concentrated near the equatorward boundary of the feature

extending into the stratified waters of the surrounding

region. This strategy was principally designed to select

prime transects through areas of strong thermal gradients

to investigate the levels of biomass and productivity within

and adjacent to these areas. Subsequent to te completion

of the cruise, enhanced satellite imagery coincident with

the cruise dates was fowarded for project documentation.

The proposed cruise track was zoom-transferred onto an

image (Plate 1) of the California coast, taken 29 October

1980. This view proved useful in interpreting ground

truth data. Outer track positions are indicated for

orientation (refer to Fig. 1, 2 ).

24
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Figure 1. Cruise Track for 27-28 October 1980.
scale 1:216,116
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Figure 2. Cruise Track for 29 October 1980.
Scale 1:216,116
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Once in the area, the cruise track on 27-28 OctoDer

was an expanding square (Fig. 1). Table I gives naviga-

tional positions for this portion of the cruise track.

A continuous record of temperature and fluorescence pin-

pointed the areas of sharp gradients and high biological

activity validating the satellite imagery. The R/V ACANIA

used Loran C to fix its position every half hour, while

maintaining a speed varying between six to nine knots

during the transit of each leg. Gnce the feature and

areas of prime interest were defined, the cruise track on

October 29th (Fig. 2) followed prime transects which

allowed a more detailed view of the feature's major chemical

and biological structure to be obtained. Table II gives

navigational positions for this portion of the cruise track.

During this chase of operations, the dissolved nutrients-

nitrate and phosphate, fluorescence, and sample collections

for chlorophyll, ATP, and GTP were taken, and the

Carbon-14 experiment was begun.

B. MEASUREIMENT TECHNIQUES

1. Temperature

Temperature was measured continuously in situ by a

thermistor immediately adjacent to the pump intake located

in a sea chest at a depth of 2.5 meters. A strip chart

recording was later calibrated through the use of bucket

thermometer readings which were taken every half hour.

28
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TABLE I

Track Positions for 27-28 October 1980

Date Position GMT Latitude Longitude
Identification

10/27/80
1 0520 36 0 03.8'N 122 006.01W

2 0646 360 00.0 'N 122 013.1'W

10/28/80
3 0743 36006.5 'N 1220 17.9'W

4 0919 360 13.7 'N 122°03.6'W

5 1050 360 02.1'N 1210 54.9'W

6 1315 35°51.0'.9 122 0 15.2'W

7 1546 36 008.0O'N 122029.5'W

8 1847 360 22.1'N 122 001.0'w

9 2157 36 0 00.1'N 121042.91W

10 0156 35040.9'q 122 0 18.3'W

11 0519 36005.2'N 122 0 36.4'W
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I

TABLE II

Track Positions for 29 October 1980

Date Position GMT Latitude Longitude

Identification

10/29/90 9 1646 35059.9'1 121042.9 'W

a 1946 360 22.1 'N 122 0 01.0'W

6 2335 350 50.7'N 122015.4'W

7 0200 36007.9, 4 1220 29.5'Wi

8 0500 360 21.0'N 1220 02.8'W

I-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
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2. Plant Pigments (Principally Chlorophyll a)

Seawater was pumped from the keel intake to the dry

lab where a debubbler removed air bubbles from the water in

the line before it was shunted to the fluorescence measuring

device. A Turner III Fluorometer provided a continuous

record of fluorescence,which was later calibrated following

the procedures outlined by Lorenzen /-Ref. 39_7, using

concentrations of discrete chlorophyll a samples. The basic

assumption of in vivo fluorometry is that there is a constant

ratio between the fluorescence of an in vivo sample and the

extractable chlorophyll a pigment. This value is the

calibration ratio of the instrument, which is subsequently

used to approximate the chlorophyll a concentration. This

assumption does not always provide accurate information.

Fluorescence can vary by a factor of two to five for a

fixed chlorophyll a concentration when phytoplankton are

exposed to varying conditions L-Ref. 40_7. Seawater

samples of 275 ml each were taken in triplicate hourly

from the debubbler outflow. Each sample was vacuum fil-

tered through a Whatman G/FC glass fiber filter with a

pore size of approximately 0.45/Am. These filters are

able to separate phytoplankton and other larger organisms.

The filters were folded, placed in polyethelene bags

labeled with the time and ship's position, and stored

frozen at -30 C until analyzed according to the procedures

outlined by Strickland and Parsons Z-Ref. 41_7.
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3. Nutrients

A Technicon Autoanalyzer AA-II (Technicon Corporation,

Tarrytown, New York) was used to coioromettically determine

the reactive inorganic phosphorus and nitrogen in the

surface water (2.5m) at a sampling rate of once every two

minutes in accordance with the procedures outlined in

/ -Ref. 42, Ref. 43, Ref. 447. Cadmium columns were packed

and conditioned for nitrate analysis in accordance with

the procedures detailed in Ref. 45. The autoanalyzer

reduces the nitrate to nitrite before measurements are made.

Therefore traces of nitrite in the upper portion of the water

column could erroneously elevate the levels of nitrate

recorded. According to Paulson LRef. 46_7 this error would

be unlikely, since his studies of the nutrient variations

in this area have indicated that there is almost no

interference from surface nitrite.

4. ATP and GTP

Vacuum filtration is the most practical and effec-

tive method of cell concentration but, it also has a

detrimental effect on the concentration of ATP -Ref. 4_7.

Therefore, a minimal sample extraction volume of 50 ml was

used for concentration and subsequent extraction of the

nucleotides in order to reduce the effects of the filtra-

tion procedure. To determine ATP, &ATP, and GTP at a

later date these 50 ml sample volumes which had been

prefiltered through a 200pm nylon screen were vacuum filtered
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through a microfine glass fiber tilter (Reeve Angel 984-H

with a pore size of approximately 0.45 pnm). This filter

is capable of separating algae, microzooplankton. and

marine bacterial cells. Immediately after the final

amount of liquid had passed through the filter, the vacuum

was released and the filter quickly immersed in 10 ml

of boiling Trizma (Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane

and hydrochloride) buffer (pH 7.7) in order to extract

the nucleotides present in the water sample. The test tubes

containing the extracts were labeled and stored frozen at

-300 C for later analysis.

C. LABORATORY ANALYSES

1. Theory of ATP Analysis

The ATP concentration in microplankton (algae,

microzooplankton, and bacteria) is a reasonably good

measure of the total living organic cellular carbon present

L-Ref. 48_7.

The amount of ATP present within a given sample

is determined by the amount of light emitted during a

bioluminescent reaction catalyzed by luciferase, Fig. 3.

In the first reaction, luciferin reacts with ATP

in the presence of magnesium producing the bound luciferyl

adenylate which then reacts with oxygen to form oxyluciferin,

carbon dioxide, adenosine monophosphate and light -Ref. 50_7.

According to the kinetics of this reation the quantum

yield of visible light as measured by Seliger and %cElroy
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S -'/ATP E LU1, AMP + PPi

HO
02LUCIFERIN ,C0

IlNe" N NN OH

HOjI '-Sr AMP

OXYLUCIFERIN

Figure 3: ATP luminescent reaction (from DeLuca
Rf.49_7)

where E-LH2-AeIP is the bound luciferyl
adenylate; PPi, inorganic pyrophosphate;
02, oxygen; CC2, carbon dioxide; O2 iP,

adenosine monophosphate; hv, light

/--.),ef. 512- is of the order of 0.88 emitted for each ,-TP

molecule which is hydrolyzed -Ref. 52_7. Concentrations

of ATP can be determined by comparing the light emitted

(counts per minute) by the standards with that of the

unknown samples.

2. Theory of GTP Analysis

GTP was determined by the method outlined by

Tkarl -Ref. 53_/. GTP is measured using an NDPK< knuclecside

diphosphate kinase-firefly luciferase) coupled bioluminescent

reaction. in this method GTP is transphosphoryiated to an
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equivalent amcunt of ATP. The concentration of ATP is

then determined by the amount of light produced when it

is reacted with a crude substrate-enzyme mixture of firefly

luciferase-luciferin as described above. The pertinent

reactions are:
HK

1. D-glucose + ATP V D-glucose 6-P + ADP + H

+AD G6P-DH
2. D-glucose 6-P NADP - gluconate

6-P+ NADPH + H+

UDFG-PP
3. ok -D-glucose 1-P -r UTP - UDP-glucose

+ PP.

NDPI\

4. ADP + GTP GDP + ATP

5. ATP + luciferin- product + PPi t light

where HIK is hexokinase: G6P-DH, glucose-6

phosphate dehydrogenase; UDPG-PP, UDP-glucose pyrophos-

phorylase; UTP, uridine triphosphate: PPi inorganic

pyrophosphate: NDPK, nucleoside-5'-diphosphate kinaseT and

L, firefly luciferase.

Reactions (1) and (2) eliminate all of the ATP

present within the sample extracts, preventing any inter-

ference from this nucleotide in the quantitative assay of

GTP. Reaction (1) removes a phosphate from an ATP molecule

and transfers it to D-glucose producing D-giucose-6-pncs-

phate and ADP. Reaction (2) oxidizes 0-glucose-6-phosphate

to gluconate-6-phosphate and simultaneously reduces NAD-

to NApH. Reaction 2) drives reaction (I to completion
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ensuring that all the ATP in a given sample extract will

be converted to ADP. In reaction (3), a phosphate is

removed from UTP forming UDP which is combined with a

glucose molecule from the D-glucose-l-phosphate to form

UDP-glucose, thus effectively preventing interference from

UTP. In reaction (4), a phosphate is transferred from

GTP to ADP in the presence of excess -%DP producing one

molecule of ATP for each GTP molecule which is trans-

phosphorylated. The assay for GTP is based on the linear

luminescent response of crude firefly lantern extracts to

the addition of ATP (produced in reaction (4)). In reaction

(5) ATP in the presence of the luciferin/luciferase

enzyme preparation gives off light which is then measured

by a photometer. This method is sensitive to picomolar

(pM) concentrations of GTP /Ref. 54-7.

3. Procedures for GTP Enzymatic Conversion

For the GTP determination, 0.8 ml of each sample

extract was pipetted into a series of disposable glass

cuvettes (12x75mm) and placed in a test tube rack in an

incubating water bath at 300 C. Each tube was allowed

to come to temperature and then 0.2 ml of an enzyme

solution containing 75mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4),

15mM YgCl2,0.5 mM NADP, 0.5mM d-glucose, 0.5 m A-D-glucose

-1-phosphate, HK/G6P-DH (2 units/ml), and UDPG-PP (5 units/

ml) was aipetted into each vial. To obtain the orooer

oroocrtions. four separate solutions were prepared as

follows:
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1. A 60 mM solution of MgCl 2 was prepared adding 5 ml

of distilled H20 to .13g MgCl2

2. A 300 mM solution of K2 PO4 was prepared by adding

5 ml of distilled H20 to .261g K2 PO4

3. A 2mM solution of D-glucose and -. -D-glucose-l-
phosphate was prepared by adding .01802g of 0-glucose
and .03363g of -< -D-glucose-l-phosphate to 50 ml H 20
(nanopure")

4. A 2mM solution of NADP+ was prepared by adding
3.1 ml distilled H20 to a preweighed vial containing
5 mg NADP

Then 2.5 ml of each of the above four solutions were com-

bined to produce a total solution of 10ml to which .236mg

HK/G6P-DH and 12.5mg UDPG-PP was added. This produces a

final enzyme solution with the desired colarities and

required activity levels. Each vial was swirled to mix

the reactants and then allowed to react at 360 C for 15

minutes. The enzymes were then deactivated by placing the

culture tubes in a boiling water bath (100 0 C) for three

minutes to ensure that the GTP would not in time be

hydrolyzed enzymatically. The rack was then removed from

the boiling water bath and the cuvettes were allowed to

come to room temperature (25 C) at which time they were

sealed with parafilm and stored frozen at -30 0 C until

analyzed.

An experiment was conducted similar to one per-

formed by Karl -Ref. 55_7 to confirm that these procedures

would produce the desired enzymatic reactions. The

enzymatic procedures outlined in the preceding paragrapn
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were followed using 0.8ml of 2x10 -7 M solutions of GTP and

ATP. The 30°C reaction times were allowed to vary. These

were zero, 2 min., 4 min., 8 min., 10 min., 20 min., and

30 min. Percent light emission for both ATP and GTP were

plotted as a function of reaction time (Fig. 4). The con-

centration of solutions composed of 0.8 ml of ATP and

GTP, respectively, to which 0.2 ml of Trizma had been

added were used as the maximum to which all other values

were normalized when percent light emission was calculated.

The ATP levels dropped to zero after four minutes indicating

that all interference from the ATP had been eliminated

from the sample as anticipated. The GTP levels remained

relatively constant as expected. For the zero reaction

value the percent light emission is only about 46% vice 100%

because it took a small amount of time before the mixture

could come to deactivation temperature in the boiling

water bath and halt the reaction. This delay was enough

to significantly reduce the levels of ATP present within

the sample. Had the enzyme preparation been injected into

a sample which had already come to deactivation temperature

the reaction would not have been allowed to proceed and

the percent light emission would have been more nearly

100%. The experiment confirmed that the enzymatic pro-

cedures do in fact eliminate all interference from ATP

which may be present in a sample extract.
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Figure 4. Kinetics off ATP and GTP reactivity ff or the
zexokinase/glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
coupled reaction.
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4. Procedure for ehotometric Cetermination of :\TP

or GTP

a. Enzyme Preparation
Each vial of lyophilized firefly lantern

extract, Sigma TLE-50 Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, :,.isscuri;,

was reconstituted with 5 ml of distilled water, 10 ml of

l% arsenate buffer (pH 7.4), and 10 ml of 04 :.gS. 4 . This

mixture was allowed to sit in the dark at room temperature

for approximately 16 hours in order to allow the level of

background light emission to subside. To remove the

insoluble residue, the enzyme was centrifuged for 15 minutes.

It was then filtered through a whatman 42 paper filter.

Immediately before use, 500mg of luciferin and 25 ml of

Trizna (.02 ,,) were added to the bottle. Spiking the

enzyme preparation with exogenous luciferin increases the

net light emission per unit AT.i solution ef. 6.

This increased reactivity allows suboiccaram levels -f

ATP to be detected, which in oractice allows a 5C mi sam-

ole of seawater to be used. A larger *olume would

take too long to filter because stress orocuced on the

organisms would cause them to alter their r' levels

(therefore, their GTF/ATP ratio would be suspect;.

When the luciferase enzyme was being prepared

for a GTP assay, the enzyme preparation was saturated with

AOP using 10.0,g. The enzyme preparation was mixed and

stored in a 250m1 plastic bottle to lessen the decay

rate which was found to be significant in glass containers
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/-Ref. 577 due to shearing of the enzyme molecules which

occurs at the glass-liquid interface. The assay was carried

out under reduced lighting conditions to minimize the des-

tructive effects of normal laboratory lighting on the enzyme

preparation.

b. ATP and GTP Analysis

Both ATP and GTP concentrations were analyzed

using the light dependent reaction of ATP in the presence

of the luciferin/luciferase enzyme preparation. The

amount of light emitted in this reaction is proportional

to the concentration of ATP in the unknown sample. The

total measuring system was designed and engineered by

Biospherical Instruments, Inc., San Diego, California.

The primary components include an Industrial Micro Systems

5000 Microcomputer7 a SOROC IQ-120 CRT terminal: an

Anadex DP9500 Dot Matrix Printer with extended buffer:

an ATP integrating photometer, SAl model 3000, with an

automatic pipette: software programs on five inch

diskettes which control individual runs and perform the

required calculations. A strip chart recorder was inter-

faced with the photometer to monitor the reaction kinetics.

From observation of the kinetics it was possible to deter-

mine if the enzyme was stable from one sample to the next,

if the pipette tip dripped and a drop of the enzyme solution

initiated the reaction prematurely, and in the GTP deter-

minations, if there was any residual interference from

ATP which would appear as an initial peak.
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During each run 0.2 ml of an unknown or standard

solution was automatically injected into a polystryene

cuvette (l0x50 mm) containing 0.5 mi of the enzyme prepara-

tion. A collar which was locally engineered to fit inside

the photometer held each vial exactly centered ensuring

consistant optical conditions from one sample measurement

to the next. rhe reliability of the peak height values

depends upon the quick and total mixing of the reactants.

This is ensured through te use of an automatic pipette

which provides consistant mixing of all samples throughout

a run. Actual injection of samples is controlled by the

computer. A microswitch in the photometer senses when

the shutter is closed, automatically measuring the dark

count. 4hen the shutter is opened the computer then measures

the enzyme background for five seconds. The sample is then

-1injected. The peak value is recorded in counts s based

upon the largest 0.33 second count recorded during the

first five seconds after injection. integral light levels

are determined from a series of one-second measurements

that are scanned by the computer after the desired delay.

In accordance with the assay procedures developed for

ATP Ref. 58, Ref. 59, Ref. 60_/, a 15 second delay and

60 second assay period were used. The analysis section

of the ATP calculation software developed by Biospherical

instruments Inc., San Diego, Ca. uses the measurement

of enzyme background level as a method of tracking and

4 2
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adjusting for the decline in enzyme activity. The rela-

tionship between raw counts (uncorrected for endogenous

background emission or blank) and standard values is not

linear. With increasing time there is a smaller change in

counts at lower concentrations than at higher concentrations

of ATP. This relationship can be approximated by a second

degree polynomial which is used to calculate a completely

new standard curve for each sample according to its enzyme

background emission L Ref. 61_7. This multiple curve

fitting is used to compute the integrated and peak values.

Counts per minute are then converted into concentration

values in units of ng mi.

When samples were analyzed, duplicates of each

were run. If these values, in counts per minute, did not

agree within 10%, a third sample was analyzed. A complete

set of nucleotide standards were prepared using the

sodium salt of the nucleotide and .02- Trizma. Standards

prepared in the following concentrations: .3, 1.,3.,6.,

-19,,15., and 30. ng ml were run at least every two hours.

The final values of both ATP and GTP concentrations were

the averaged values of the replicates. The AT? values

were determined from the peak height measurements in order

to reduce the interference of GTP and other nucleotides

which may be present within the sample. if integrated light

readings are used, the kinetics of the other nuclectides

would interfere with the reaction resulting in falsely

elevated levels of ATP 1--Fig. 5_7.
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Figure 5: Kinetics of ATP, GTP, UTP, and CTP-dependent

light emission using crude luciferase pre-
parations. The concentration of each nucieo-
tide was 4 x 108 m from !Karl L-Ref. 62_7)

____

Figure 6 shows the reaction kinetics for

varying concentrations of GTP through standard light emission

curves. Integral values of light emitted were used to deter-

mine the concentrations of GTP present within the samples.

Figure 7 shows that either the initial rise, peak, or

integrated values can be used to calculate GTP concentra-

tions. Although graphical analyses of integrated light

values have been used in the past to calculate ATP concen-

trations, greater precision is achieved through the use of

sophisticated computer software as described above

/Ref. 65 7.
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D. CARBON14 UPTAIKE EXPERIMENT

Five water samples were collected at different locations

along the October cruise track using a two liter ;VC van

Dorn bottle at 1136, 150, 1339, 1610, and 1933 hours local

time. These locations were chosen from observation of the

fluorescence record sc that areas with differing amounts

of biomass could be studied. From these samoles, subsamples

were taken to determine 14C uptake, ATP, GTP, and

chlorophyll a.

Measurement of carbon-14 uptake is the most direct

approach used to measure primary productivity. The uptake

of 14C02 is considered to be a reasonable indicator of

primary production or growth. in this experiment a known

14
amount of radioactive carbon, C, was added to three 125m1

water subsample. The 14C was added to the phytoplankton

culture in the form of sodium carbonate, Na1 4Co 3 ), 4hich

contained approximately five microcuries of radioactivity

per ml per subsample. Two of these subsamples were incubated

at surface temperature for approximately four hours on

board the R/V ACANIA using a fluorescent light incubator

which provided about .06 langley per minute of illumination.

The third bottle was kept in the dark and used as a

control. To eliminate the contribution of the non-photo-

synthetic fixation of carbon fromthe experiment, the dark

bottle counts were subtracted from those of the light

bottles. After incubation was completed 100ml of each
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subsample was filtered and stored in accordance with the

procedures outlined by Rowney 7Ref. 66_7 to await shore-

based calibration. jDana M. Austin performed these

analyses using a liquid scintillation counter as outlined

by Jitts and Scott -Ref. 677).

Primary production was determined using the following

formula from Strickland and Parsons /Ref. 68_:

-3 -11. mg C m hr- = (Rs-Rb) (1.05W)/(.1,N)

where Rs is the radionucleotide activity in the light

bottle (CPm): IRb, the dark bottle count (CPM): R, the

absolute activity in one ampule (CPM); W, weight of the

carbonate carbon in water which is assumed constant at

24,000 mg C- 3  N, the number of hours of incubation:

1.05, the isotope discrimination factor. Assimilation

numbers (mg 14C uptake mg Chia- hr- ) were determined

using the C uptake information and the results of the

discrete chlorophyll & determinations.

14Measurements of productivity based on C uDtake

and assimilation number were then correlated with GTP

and the GTP/ATP productivity ratio, respectively.

E. TIGRIOPUS CALIFORNICUS PRODUCTIVITY EXPERIMENT

Tigriopus californius is a marine copepod found in

the splash zone above the mean high water mark along

Monterey Bay. Tigriopus californicus hatches from eggs

and grows through six naupliar and six copepodid stages,
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each of which can be microscopically characterized by

distinctive developmental features -Ref. 69_7. Research

by Baugh LRef. 70_7 related the growth stages of this

copepod to the RNA/DNA ratios at various phases in its

life cycle.

Since RNA is a necessary ingredient required for pro-

tein synthesis, rapidly growing cells contain relatively

large amounts of this nucleic acid. In contrast, cells

which are growing at a slower rate contain little RNA. A

direct correlation between RNA synthesis and protein synthesis

has been demonstrated in populations of exponentially grow-

ing cells /-Ref. 71_7.

Sutcliffe fRef. 72_7 showed that this relationship

existed in 24 diverse species. Pease -Ref. 73_7 was

only able to verify these results in the exponential phase

of growth. Work by Leick /-Ref. 74_7 studying bacteria,

yeast, and protozoa showed that for a given micro-organism

the ratios of RNA to protein and aNA to DNA are linear

functions of the growth rate.

Tigriopus californicus were chosen as an experimental

organism since data was available on the iR A to D,4A ratios

for various population subgroups of this species. -n

experiment was performed to determine if similar trends

would be observed in the data when the GTP/ATP ratios

were compared to the RNA/DNA ratios for different popula-

tion subgroups.
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Tigriopus californicus were collected with a number 10

plankton bucket from splash pools above the mean high

water mark near the Great Tide Pool south of :-onterey Bay.

O. nce collected these copepods were kept in plastic con-

tainers at 230C. Individuals were then separated into

three experimental groups, similar to those described by

Baugh L Ref. 75_7. .'An acryllic separation column with

nylon screens was used to separate a mixed opulation of

individuals between 400-500 %m in size. A easteur

pipette was used to separate anall-gravid female population,

the all-but-gravid population were those individuals which

were left. Once separated into groups the populations

were allowed to rest for two days to recover from the stress

of separation in order that their ATP levels would return

to normal j-Ref. 76_7. Immediately prior to extraction

the copepods were concentrated by using a 100 & m nylon

screen in the separation column. The organisms were then

extracted by immersion in 40ml of boiling Trizma and by

simultaneous homogenization with a pestle homogenizer for

five minutes. The test tubes were removed and allowed

to cool before the extraction fluid was filtered and the

filtrate stored frozen at -300 C to await nucleotide

analysis. GTP and ATP analyses were performed in accordance

with the procedures outlined above. The trend of the

productivity ratio, GTP/ATP, was then compared to the

trend of the RNA/DNA ratio for similar population groups.
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F. DATA REDUCTION

To prepare the data for statistical analysis, the

strip chart recordings of fluorescence, temperature, nitrate,

and phosphate were hand digitized at a constant interval

of two minutes. This sampling interval represents approxi-

mately 0.6 km along the cruise track when at full speed.

To generate organic carbon equivalents for comparison

of biomass concentrations (determined through ATP and

chlorophyll a analyses), the conversion factors originally

proposed by Holm-Hansen L Ref. 77_/ were used. Determination

of these factors was based on exhaustive laboratory obser-

vations. These values are nevertheless 3ust averages which

can vary depending on species composition and changing

environmental conditions L-Ref. 78_7. Chlorophyll . concen-

trations were converted to carbon units by using the average

conversion factor of 100. ATP values were converted to

organic carbon using the average carbon to .-TP conversion

factor of 250 which is believed to be representative of

community microbial biomass (i.e., representing the com-

bined contributions from bacteria, algae, and microzoo-

plankton). In Ref. 79 oim-Hansen reviews various

studies which relate ATP to total cellular organic carbon

4n a wide variety of fresh and marine organisms giving

credence to this average conversion factor. Another study

which verifies this conversion factor used direct microscocy

to estimate the microbial biomass comparing these values
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to those obtained from ATP determinations /-Ref. 807.

These investigators found an average conversion factor of

245 for community microbial populations not only in euphotic

areas of upwelling but also in the euphotic zone in areas of

equatorial divergence, and in aphotic layers. Studies

of :'TP levels in nutrient-deficient phytoplanktonic

organisms have shown some effect on "Ti ievels, but not

enough to significantly affect biomass determinations

based on this assay procedure L Ref. 61_/

AATP values were computed by subtracting the peak

ATP values from the integrated ATP values ,s Aef. 82_7. The

AATP and the GTP values were normalized to the biomass by

dividing these values by the amount of ATP present within

the sample.

Population correlation coefficients were derived using

the equation:

r = n xiY i - x i ) Vyi)

2 22
2~ kZ x n' -,

2

iitrate, phosphate, temperature, biological and productivity

indicators were first correlated for all the data ocints.

Then the values were separated into two groups based upcon

their nitrate concentration. Correlations were then run

on these two distinct groups whose separation of values

4ig. 21' suggest the presence of two distinct water masses
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during the _ctober 1960 cruise. The implications of tno

results of these correlations in reiation to the bioiogIcal

variables will be discussed in the following cnapter.

The standards which were used in determining the T

concentrations for the cruise data were not treated in a

manner similar to the samples. To correct for tnhis

systematic oversight an experiment was conducted in which

one set of standards was prepared and subsampled into two

groups. One group was enzymatically treated, the other

was not. The relative activity of GTP in the treated

standards was an average of 25.6 percent of the untreated

standards. The cruise data were adjusted upwards in

accordance with this finding.
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III. RESULTS

A. OCTOBER 1980 CRUISE FINDINGS

Cn the Cctober 1980 cruise, temperature, nutrient,

biomass, and productivity data were collected and analyzed.

A listing of these data appears in Appendix A. Results

presented in this chapter are associated with a minimum

of description. Interpretive discussion is reserved for

the following chapter. Ranges for the biomass and pro-

ductivity indicators are given in Table IiI. Surface maos

and linear track plots from this cruise were constructed

using the IBM 3033 AP computer's VERSATEC plotter Fig. a

to 20). To create the surface contour maps a grid was

constructed on a planar surface assigning he origin to the

head of the Sur submarine canyon. Each data ooint was then

assigned a cartesian coordinate on this grid based on its

latitude 3nd longitude Z -ef. 63_/. Using this data the

'ON:SD library subroutine from the W.R. Church Computer

Center was able to construct surface contours of the

indicated variable. Because of the low sampling density

the hashed contours are at best a first approximation.

The contour maps for chlorochyll a, nitrate, ohosohate,

and temperature extend further north than those which

were constructed for ATP, 3T?, and ATP, GTP because samoilng

for these variables continued from station 3 on the

return transit to Monterey.
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I TABLE III

Biomass and Productivity Statistics

High Low Mean Standard No. of
Deviation Samples

ATP

(ng1 - ) 3392 97 529 +520 57

CHLA
3(mg m- ) 56 2 9 9 398

GTP (pM) 906 * 102 ± 1 3 5  57

GTP/ATP .3 * .1 + i 51

ATP/ATP 1.6 .1 .5 .3 57

----------- ------- -----------------------------------------

where * indicates that the values were below the level of

detection
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The two-dimensional surface spatial distribution of

nitrate and phosphate relative tothe California coastline

is depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 9, respectively. The contour

plots are constructed from data accumulated on 29 Cctober

198C0. The higher nutrient values and the sharpest tem-

perature gradients were coincident kcompare Fig. 6 and

Fig. 9 with Fig. 10). Comparison of the surface temperature

map (Fig. 10) with satellite IR imagery from the same day

(Plate 1 reveals the strong thermal gradients located

between the upwelling colder water along the periphery and

the warmer oceanic water.

The ATP biomass shows several cells (Fig. i!1. The

highest concentration of biomass is located in the gra-

dients at the equatorward edge of the feature. The level of

ATP-biomass in this cell is approximately three times higher

than that in either of the other two cells. The highest

concentration of chlorophyll a biomass was found in the

same geographical location Fig. 12). The highest observed

concentrations of both nitrate and phosphate were also

located in this region (Fig. S, 9), as was the highest

level of 3TP (Fig. 13). Although a relatively high level of

protein synthesis was occurring in this area, the highest

value of the productivity indicator, GTdidT, did not

simultaneously occur at this locaticn kFig. 14).

The large standing crop observed adjacent to the strong

chemical, thermal gradients of the upweliing feature suc-

3orts the 'natural chemostat' hypothesis wncn maIntains
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Figure 19. GTP/ATP and Temperature versus elapsed
distance along the 29 October 1980
cruise track.
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that conditions for otimal growth are uroaucea in tnese

regions -<et. 4_ *.

Correlation coefficients for various parameters were

computed and are sunmaried in lable Ii. Since the correla-

tions between variables aepend not only on the initiai con-

ditions of the source water, which evolves over time as a

result of both conservative and nonconservative orocesses

such as aavection, diffusion, mixing, neat and salt transfer,

biological uptake, and release of nutrients _Ief. -5_,7 , the

instantaneous relationships are complex and the instan-

taneous chemical and biological status of a feature is not

easily deduced from point observations. Correlations are

useful, however, for determining general relationships and

trends among variables. The correlations indicated under

the column "all data points" contain ccrrelations between

all the points of the indicated variables. 'alues of

variables which were too low to be detected were not included

in the correlation calculations. An attempt was made to

obtain more insight by subdividing the data into two groups

based on nitrate concentrations. Figures 21 and 22 are point

olots which show the dissolved nitrate concentrations plotted

against those of dissolved phosphate concentration and tem-

perature, respectively. These figures depict the separa-

tion between the two distinct water masses present. Figure

23 is a point plot of dissolved phosphate versus temperature

This figure does not similarly show a distinct seoaration.
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TABLE IV

Correlation of Nutrients, Temperature,

and Biomass Indicators

Ail Data -ew .vater Old Water
Points

ATP:CHLA .67 .94 .62
ATP: GTP .68 .91 .91
CHLA:GTP .79 .85 .78
GTP/ATP:ATP -. 05 .65 -. 16
GTP/ATP:GTP .32 .86 .18
GTPiATP:CHLA .24 .65 .17

ATP:TEp -. 54 -. j3 -. 47

CHA:TEMP -. 82 -.94 -.85
GTP:TEMP -. 52 -.66 -.54
GTP/ATP:Ta1P .02 -. 66 .05
NO3:TE P -. 5b -. 21 -. 78
PC4:TFNP -.77 -. 70 -.86

NO 3: ATP -.15 .77 .25
N03:GTP -. 31 .69 .i2
NC3: C,{LA -. 54 .40 .06

NC3: GTP/ATP -.59 .41 -.43
N03:P04 .43 .55 .82

P4:ATP .26 .65 .34
-04: GTP .28 .58 .47
PG4: CHLA .58 .62 .80
PC4:GTP/ATP -.18 .36 .02

7O
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i5z0 cruise data.
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Figure 23. Phcsphate versus Temperature for 29 ctober
1930 cruise data.
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3ased on this separation an arbitrary value of 2.0

was used as the dividing mark to separate the values.

Water which contained dissolved nitrate in excess of 2.0

m was designated as "New .4ater. These higher nutrient

values were observed along the transect from station 9 to

8 (Fig. 2) during the first 55.0 km of elapsed aistance.

Values during this part of the cruise track ranged from

5 to 11

The second group, designated as "uld Water, consisted

of data points whose dissolved nitrate content was less

than 2.0 /m. Essentially these values occurred over

the rest of the cruise track (Fig. 2) beginning halfway

between stations 8 and 6, to station 7, until station 8

was approached where the "New Water" was encountered again.

From 55.0 to 81.37 122.4 to 128.6: 156.6 to 160.4 km

elapsed distance the autoanalyzer was inoperative so

nitrate and phosphate measurements could not be made and

the water at these locations could not be classified as

to type. Values for these and other variables which

were correlated under the subcategories of "New .iater and

'Old Water" were not included from these portions of the

cruise track.

In some places where the correlations do not show

internal consistancy, more points were correlated .nder

the 'all data' point category than under the "New' and

'Ild ,iater" mass combined categories. Data which :Cul4

.4
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not be placed in either subcategory were not included in

the 'old" and "new" categories even though they were cor-

related when all data values were considerea.

B. RESULTS GF THE CAABuN-14 UTo\ ZXiLRILENT

14Table V contains the results from the C uptake-

productivity experiment. Results listed are the average

values determined from duplicate subsampies which were

analyzed in tandem. The GTP and ATP concentrations used

to determine the productivity ratio were analyzed frcm

subsamples of the light bottles.

------------------------------------ ----- ------------- I

TABLE V

C-14 Uptake Results

14
Sample CHLA C Uptake Assimilation GT2 GTF/ATP

(mg m -3 -3 -l Number (PmI~mm )(mgC m h )-l
(mgC mgChla n-

41 21.53 31.9 1.48 134.5 .178

#2 7.75 22.9 2.95 152.5 .178

43 43.06 25.9 .60 112.9 .110

44 3.44 .58 .17 69.4 .103

#5 2.36 .59 .25 60.4 .II0

Table VI illustrates the results of ccrreiaticn calcu-

lations between the specific productivity indicators,

assimilation numbers and OTP/..T9 ratios, and asoiute Dro-

ductivity indicators, 4 uptake and 'T. dorrelatLn
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TABLE Vi

Correlation of Productivity Indicators

14
Assimilation 4: Uptake:

GTP/ATP GTP

All Data .89 .89
Samples

Sample 41 .99 .8
Removed

Sample #2 .96 .99
Removed

Sample #3 .89 .92
Removed

Sample =4 .86 .85
Removed

Sample 45 .87 .82
Removed

statistics were first determined for all samples and then

successively with the values of each sample removed in turn

from the data set to determine if deletion of one sample

from the data set would significantly alter the correlation

statistics.

C. RESULTS OF THE TIGRItiPUS CALIFCiNICUS 1RDLUCT1iITY

EXPERIMENT

Table VII contains the results of the productivity deter-

minations for different pcopulation groupings of Tioricpus

califcrnicus. Specific productivity, ]TP/ATP, ms ccm-

oared to the RNA/DNA ratio jetermined by 3augh for simn1ar

population subgroups of Tigriopus californicus.
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TABLE VII

I Relative Rates of Productivity for
I Tigriopus californicus

GTP/ATP RNA /Z N A
(from Baugh L Ref. 85 7)

I Gravid .1.25 4.62

All-But-Gravid .099 2.16

Mixed .19 3.15

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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IV. DISCUSSICN

.CTOBER 1960 CRUISE

A quasisynoptic approach based on point sampling was used

to study the spatial heterogeneity and productivity of

biomass. An assumption made when obtaining point samples

is that they are representative quantitatively of opulation

and community parameters in the body of water sampled. une

study which has examined this problem found that precision

was not increased merely by increasing the sample volume

/-Ref. 87_7. Generally the precision is only increased

when the patch size increases so that the probability cf

sampling the "right" number of patches and of capturing

the "correct' number and kinds of individual organisms

reoresentative of the general area is increased. This is

one of the problems associated with discrete sampling

methods for .ATP and GTP.

Another problem is encountered when ooint data collected

over an extended time period is used to characterize the

biology and productivity of an entire area, since these

variables are continuously in fl--, iging spatially and

temporally even as the measure ..-.its are made. study,

which looked at the variability in the spatial and temporal

heterogeneity of phytoplankton biomass in relation to the

horizontal spatial structure of oiysical and chemical

73
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variables in surface waters , .'et. _ found that the time

comocnent ccntrz.butea t &3 percent of the total variance

in the data, wn~ie t.ie ccntrizution ot tne space component

was only 3.5 percent. ."he time comuonent included the

daily changes in availaole fnsciation and water coiu mn

variables. .Another stuv 1,-ef. 89 similarly found that

raoid temporal variaticns could occur cver a time period

of a few days wnhcn produced variations in chlorophyll

concentration ranging 21 to 45 percent and variations in

phosphate concentration ranging from 32 to 64 percent.

Similar fluctuations could be expected for ATP and 3TP

determinations.

Although at any moment there exists specific relation-

ships between the different variables observed in the

environment, data from the uctober cruise suggest that

these interactions are continuously and rapidly changing

and that the spatial distribution of pcytoolankton Is

successiveiv controlled by different factors or by a com-

plex state of equilibrium between these variables.

_ne temporal variation which is difficult to take into

account *s the dlel depth variaton which occurs. o:D ossi-

be way to:rcumvent this dif-flculty in future experoments

would be o :)umc water frommthe chlorochvi maximum

instead of from the deoth of the snio's intake osing a

ienth variabie fluorometer.

-. ,



Figure 15 graphically illustrates -he relationship

between some of the physical and chemical variables of

this system. The most significant correlations for these

variables occur in the " ld Water" where nitrate and

phosphate are highly positively correlated and nitrate to

temoerature and phosphate to temperature are highly

negatively correlated. The high correlation between nitrate

and phosphate is due to the uniformly low values of bctn

which are observed in the "Old .ater." The hiah inverse

correlation between the temperature and the nutrients

indicates, in view of the relatively high temperature values

and low nutrient concentrations, that this water has been

substantially altered from its initiai condition through

dynamical and biological processes. The correlations fcr

'all data" points and for the "New Water" indicate sub-

stantially the same result, although in these cateaories

it is apparent through the lower correlation coefficients.

The hignest values of nitrate and phosphate, 11.35

and 1.29 , respectively, were observed in the gradients

at the southern edge of the upweliing feature where the

nitrate to phosphate ratio was .8 tc 1. Since phyto-

plankton uptake nitrate and ohosohate in a ratio of 16

to I _ Ref. O_', the relationshio between the nutrients

suggests that the water masses observed are or will

be nitrate limited. Since the steady state biomass is

rea'.iated by the =oncentration of the limiting nutrient

4



in the aquatic environment, it is important to identify

this critical element to understand the dynamic relation-

shin between chemical mesoscale and biological patchiness

--Ref. 91_/-. Studies have provided evidence that the

nutrient and light requirements of phytoplankton follow

a oattern similar to the Michaelis-iventen hyperbolic rela-

tionship for enzyme kinetics /-'ef. 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 92'

Results of %iaclsaac and Dugdale / Ref. jb_/ nave snown

that nitrate uptake by phytoplankton will generally increase

with nitrate concentration only up to nitrate levels of

about four LO at which time any excess in the environment

is suoerfluous. it is apparent that phytoplankton in the

"-'ew Water" have sufficient nitrate available to orovide

optimal nutrient conditions necessary for maximal growth.

This state contrasts to that in the " _id dater" where the

availability of nitrate falls below detectable limits along

large stretches of the cruise track. When the data were

divided into two groups based upon their dissolved nitrate

concentration, some interesting results emerged.

Table ::: contai.ns the range zf values for the biomass

and oroductiv-,tv )oararmeters over t.ne area surveyed ho. 2,.

There was a rea.t oeal of vrf aiziv i-n hne dats oue to

the 3uxtacosition of ad-acent water :v/:es. ?ole /111

ilLustrates the aver-ae *T. ,nd 51. .i> ieveis

tken frcm studies of vari3s ewater mno tes t mr',na oens.

c o .,dr= .e. ic - a....cal surface

ccncentratons rang-e frm greater :nan :9 ng

___



TABLE Z'I T

GTP/ATP Ratios in Environmental Samoles
(adapted from iAarl ' Ref. 99_/1

a
-oncn

Samole Description GTrC ATP

Southern California sawater (32
°

43.2' N,117°30.i ',)
10 m, total 55.7 312 .13
10 m, -4 l3 m 21.6 38 0.32

100 m, total 31.2 22 2.14
100 m, < 10 M 6.3 16.5 0.38
500 m, total 2.5 Ii.6 0.22
500 rn, "i04m 1. 4.5 0.42

Southern California seawater (330
30.1' N, 119° 20.0'W)

D m 82 550 2.15
50 m 68 523 0.13

200 m 6.5 65 0.13
500 m 5.0 26 0.1-9

1000 m 2.6 20 0.13
1550 rM 2.5 20.8 2.12

Slack Sea seawater ,42050.0'

A, 330 00.0'E)
10 m 68 462 .15
75 m 12.7 S9 0.4

123 m 6.c 4i.4 2.40
!j-5 m 4.6 35.3 2.41
489 m ) 2.40
,74m 3. -2. .25

!992 m 0 26.2 J.24
Galaoagos Rift seawater 00

47.0'A, 36 0 D8'1)
50 m 46 266 J. 16

500 m <D.6 <2.$75
H'ydro thermal vents (2,500m) c32 60 6

Catalina island tCalaf. sedi-
ments ,33021'A, 110 301 i),
low tide
0-i cm 320 o92 .7

5 cm 3 .03
10 cm 3 24

.cean Seach 2alif.) sediments
32045'-., 11701d'.] , low tide
D-1 cm 208 355 2.

5 cm 247 359.36:
Scm 42 776

3? and .,T- concentrations are exDressed as 7,icomces -,Der
liter far seawaters, and picomcles oer cm- for sediments.

-,Total, seawater filtered onto a .eeve Angel 384- :Liter
C." 'Nitx fitratea f Itere - nt iRev

.,ng.el 934--A filter disk.
. = ]T::uridine 5'-trcncschate x 7.5.
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-1
c)roduct ve eutroohic waters to 100-500 ng I for rela-

tivey barren regions of the ocean. The area surveyed
-! -

ranges between extremes of _,t.7 ng 1 to 3391.3 ng I

indicating considerable varaDIIty between toint measure-

ments. -s evident in Table Il, the mean .TL- level f 529.1
-i

ng I indicates that on the average the surface -aver of

this region contained a large amount 3f biomass. 2h1s

largest concentration of 'T_-biLmass is located in the

colder water as indicated by the high negative correlations

between ATP and temoerature.

The overall values for chlorophyll a were quite high,
-3 -3

ranging from a low of 2.0 mg m to a hiah of 5t.4 ma m

with an average value of 8.7 mg m 3 . The highest amount of

chloroohvl a-bicmass was found in the colder nutrient

r:ch water as indicated bv the high negative correlaticn

between chlorophvll a and temzerature, and high positive

correlations between chlorchvl and both nitrate and nhosohate.

when these alues were converted to units of carbon

and comcared to the ATP values which had been converted to

equivalent units of carbon, the chlorophyll a values

indicated that about seven times more biomass was present

-han indicated by the A Tz values. feveral factors could

ccount for this disoarity. The difference in measured

levels could be due to sampling technique, as sucaested bv

Tron.3ink .- Ref. i -i. 3ince the .,T water samcies are ore-

filtered and the flow of water to the fluorcmeter is not,



the disparity could be caused by the exclusion of phyto-

olankton larger than 200 microns from the sample. Alter-

natively, filtration could cause stress which lowers

T levels. r, the ratio converting chlorophvll a to

carbon may be significantly less than the factor, 100,

which was the value used in the data reduction for this

study. Steele and 3aird determined that the conversion

factor for chlorophyll a to carbon ranged in their study

area from 30 to 100 iRef. 1021. ppley has proposed a

conversion factor of 54 1 17 /-Ref. 103_7. Use of a

lower conversion factor would bring the relative amounts of

biomass as measured by ATP into closer agreement with the

value determined by chlorophyll a. Chlorophyll a varia-

tions have been explained as a result of the reaction cf

vhytoplankton to limitations in the environment. :t has

been shown /-7 ef. 104_7 that the size of the photosynthetic

unit, and correspondingly the amount of chlorophyll a

present within most species of Dhytoolankton Dbserved will

increase in response to low light intensities. if this

were the case in dense plankton blooms the concentration

of chlorophyll a would be inflated in relati-n tc the

amount of bicmass actually present in the environment.

in support of this is a study which shows that f!uorescence

varies two to five times when phytoplankton are exposed

to varying conditions in the environment / ef. l&5

lIevertheless, since the correlations between t.- and

-34
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chlorophyll a are significant (refer to Table IV) for all

data pDoints and subsets thereof, confidence can be placed

in the relative relationships of biomass present along

the cruise track.

Figures 11 and 12 show the 2-dimensional spatial dis-

tribution of these biomass indicators. ,,f particular

interest is the biomass peak which is located in northeast

corner of these figures. Comparison with Figures 6, 9, and

10 clearly show that this very high concentration of bic-

mass occurs in the strong chemical and thermal gradients

located at the southern edge of the upwelling feature. This

ceak in biomass is roughly three times greater than that

indicated in either of the other two cells in Figure .1.

The biomass concentration observed in the chlorophvll dis-

tribution at this same location is roughly seven times

greater than that observed in the second chlorovphyl a

cell . Fig. 12). Figure 11 graphically illustrates tne

correlation of these two bicmass indicators along the cruise

track. Cf speciai interest are the peaks cf biomass which

occur in the temperature gradients. Figure 17 graphically

depicts the relationship between the biomass, indicated

bv levels, and the distribution of dissolved nuzrlents,

nitrate and phosphate. The nitrate and ohosonate vales

are highly correlated to the AT_ values (refer t: 7able

within the '.ew W.ater." In this first section 3f the

cruise track the biomass -eaks appear to mirrcr those of

ID



the nutrients, being slightly skewed toward the gradients.

The higher correlation between biomass and nutrients in

the "New Water" indicates that the higher the nutrient

concentration the higher the biomass will be. Inversely,

the higher the biomass the more nutrients are utilized

and depleted, hence the lower correlation coefficients

which were computed for these parameters in the .id

;ater." These findings support the "natural chemcstat'

hypothesis /Ref. 106_ which observes that the "steady

state biomass is proportional to the concentration of added

limiting nutrient" /-Ref. 107_7.

Cf particular interest are the high nitrate and bio-

mass concentrations at approximately 50.0 km elapsed

distance. This point is geographically located approximately

at station 8 (Fig. 2). "bout tuo hours later this station

was approached again at an elapsed distance of 198.6 km.

At this time, the nitrate levels had fallen significantly,

phosphate levels had decreased slightly, and the highest

level of biomass observed during the cruise was encountered.

Although it is unlikely that the same location was sampled,

since the maximum growth rate for phytoplanktcn is approxi-

mately one doubling per day /-Ref. 108_7, a strong ocs-

sibility does exist that it is part of the same patch, since

patch sizes are generally 5-10 km in diameter /7 ,ef. 109

Data from studies conducted in the eruvian upweling

system indicates that productivity is three times higher

on the periphery of a oatch than at its center __Xef. ,l1,

56A



112_7. movement of the patch in the intervening time period

could easily account for this measured difference. Aegard-

less, this region is one of very high biomass and

productivity.

GTP levels ranged from a low of non-detectable to a hign

of 905.8 pQo,* with an average value of 102.3 oL. Figure

13 shows the relative amounts of protein synthesis which

occurred. The highest values of .TP were co-located with

the highest peak in biomass (indicated both by ITP and

chlorophyll a), the highest nutrient peaks (both nitrate

and phosphate), in the strong temperature gradient in the

warmer stratified water at the equatorward edge of the

feature. This indicates that the most protein synthesis,

or gross productivity, occurred in this region.

After these values were normalized by the amount

of biomass present levels of productivity as measured

by the ratio, GTP/ ,TP, were computed. ',ari /_--ef. i12 "

has indicated that the highest GTP/ATP ratios, .69, are

observed in bacteria which are in a logarithmic growth

stage. Additional field data which supports these findings

have been acquired both in the highly productive Galapagos

hydrothermal vents -Ref. 1I4_/ .here a high of .89 was

measured, and in the anoxic region of the 31ack .ea

/ Ref. 115 where bacteria flourish. Unicellular algae,

fungi, and zooplankton have much lower ratios due to their

relatively siower rates of protein synthesis and arowth.
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one study which looked at the GTP/ATP ratios in 20

species of unicellular algae in an exponential stage Df

growth found their ratios to range from .10 to .36 with

a mean of .20 /--ef. 116_7. Therefore, a community

maximum value of .29, as observed in October 190, would

represent an area of relatively high growth rate. Then

the sampling depth of 2.5m is considered, the averace value,

.10, is within the range of other surface waters indicated

in Table VIII. If significant biomass was excluded from the

extraction samples which was one possibility indicated by

the discrepancy between ATP and chlorophyll a levels, the

productivity values would be altered. 3ince larger organisms

have lower ratios, the indicated productivity would corres-

pondingly be lowered.

Figures 14, 1 and i9 illustrate that the specific pro-

ductivity, measured by GTP/.TP levels, is also high witnin

these areas. This indicates, as do the correlation sta-

tistics themselves, that the productivity both absolute,

GTP, and specific, GTPi/ATP, are most highly correlated

with the biomass indicators, NT; and chlorophyll, and

nutrients, nitrate and phosphate, in the N.iew Water,

indicating a hiealthy rapidly growing microbial pcpulatisn.

These productivity indicators are also most highly nega-

tiveiy correlated with temperature :n the "_'ew vater"

indicating that higher productivity is accurring in rea:ns

of relatively 1,w temperatures. d-.dactinaily, the

cbA
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correlation of GT -/ATP to GTP indicates that the high

specific productivity is occurring where there is high

absolute productivity in the "New Water." Conversely,

there may be high rates of specific productivity occurring

in the "uld .ater" but as the correlation statistics

indicate these may not be areas of high absolute pro-

ductivity. 7n the "'id ,iater" areas there are indica-

tions, Fiqures 14 and 20, that the smaller pooulations

are still actively growing despite the low levels of

nitrate in these areas. Ithough the biomass is subject

to nitrate limitation in the "old ater' mass, it is

apparent from the levels of synthesis still underway that

the biological community has not yet sensed and responced

to this environmental condition. Zxponentially growing

algal cells which are transferred to a medium which is

nitrate limited, or becomes so, can retain their capacitv

for ohotosynthesis and growth for several hours / Aef. 1I7

1i3, li'_/ . .nother study indicated that the effects of

varying nutrient cuncentrations would not effect photo-

synthesis for at least 24 hours Ref. 120 : Since growth

rate does not depend on current environmental nutrient

conditions but upon the nutrient levels during a period

of time preceding the time at which the growth rate deter-

mination is made, the assumption of steady state condi-

tions may not be valid. A possibility exists that

consumption occurred with a subsequent time lag in the

growth resoonse. Caceron and '-ieyer _ Zef. i_ have
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oostulated that "the relationship between growth rate and

limiting nutrient is provided only by the variable internal

nutritional state.' une study observed a diurnal pattern

for internal nitrate levels their results implying that the

assimilation and reduction of nitrate are not in chase

, Ref. 122_/. it was pointed out that these temporal varia-

tions in metabolism make it difficult to relate environ-

mental nutrient levels to growth. Lower chiorophyll a

values in the "Old Water" in conjunction with the high

productivity values may indicate that the ohytopiankton

are responding to the nitrogen limitation in the environ-

ment by mobilizing reservoirs of amino-nitrogen which are

bound to the chlorophyll in the photosynthetic unit of

the organism /Ref. 123_j. Based on studies of a typical

algal species, Monodus subterraneus, cell comoosition has

been shown to vary significantly between cells i2 an

exponential stage of growth and cultures which were subjected

to nitrogen deficiencies L-kef. 124_7. vhen in a

logarithmic stage of growth, protein accounted for approxi-

mately 70 percent of the dr-y weight of the organism, with

relatively high percentages of chlorophyll and nucleic

Jcids. inversely, cells which had been subjected to

nitrogen limitation had a composition of less than ten

percent Drotein, with reiativeiv low percentages of

chiorocnvll and nucleic acios. The pohotosynthetic

efficencv per chlorophyll a {i.e., growth rate, varies

'nversel,- with the size ;f the photcsynthetlc ;nit,

-,
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indicating that even though a small amount of chlorophyll

may be present it may be indicative of higher pro-

ductivity K-Ref. 125_/.

Another explanation for the high growth rates which

occur in these regions of low nitrate concentration could

be that ammonium is serving as the source cf inorganic

nitrogen in these areas, maintaining the indicated growth

rates. Ammonium is more easily assimilated than nitrate

Ref. 126, 127_7. it is generally assumed that nitrate

is the principal source of inorganic nitrogen in regions

of upwelling, but in the nitrate poor regions observed in

the "uld Water" it is possible that ammonium plays a more

significant role. investigators have shown that ammonium

provides approximately 35 percent of the inorganic nitrogen

assimilated by ohytoplankton in southern California

coastal waters, only ten percent of which is attributable

to numan input KR ef. 123 i.

Another explanation for the high growth rates observed

ifn these areas could be attributed to varying species

composition. Some species are able to maintain a high

growth rate at very low levels of nitrate, .-5 ef.

4ithout knowing the species composition or ammonium levels

an these regions it is difficult to interpret whic

explanation is most orobable for maintaining hign growth

rates in areas of azparent nitrogen lmitaon.
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survey of other investigations indicates tnat some

researchers have similarly found 'nigher growth rates

associated with nutrient oor waters Re-&f. 13C_) ince

rates regardless of the biomass concentration" /-Xef. 3_

it is aoparent that the availabie nutrient supby limits

the total biomass rather than the actual growtn rate. This

supports the continuous culture hypothesis which main-

tains that "the growth rate of the organisms is .. .equai to

the dilution rate," remaining 'ccmoietely inaependent

of the concentration of limiting nutrient in the medium

feed" /Ref. 132_7. In all categories, nitrate was more

significantly correlated to orcductivity than was uhosphate

indicating that the nitrate level is the ii.iting nut-ient

whose 'dilution rate" is responsible for growth or the lack

thereof within this region. In the -' ew ,ater" there Is

a oositive correlation between both of tne nutrients and

growth whereas the correlation is negative in the '(ld

;ater," indicating that the nutrient concentration In tiae

':4ew iater' has a oositive influence on oroductivizv.

.roductivity as measured by A.¢'L-.'I§ indicated a

much higher level of -rcductivity. Lhis measurement Is

based on the sucposltion that CATP s an accurate reflect-cn

f the amount of 7T oresent _--.ef. i33 . Since the

indicated maximum is greater than tnat :bserved in oact-or

.2



in a logarithmic growth phase with the constant effect

of UTP removed), these values are unrealistic. :,n experi-

ment performed by Bronsinz , ef. i34 / showed a high

correlation between A.T: and OTz when known concentrations

of biaucleotide soluticns containina only GT and T

were measured. !- has been assumed that the other nucleo-

tide triohcsohates, namely CLTL and :Tz, form a constant

percentage of the &.:TI- value and can thus be eliminated

from consideration when levels of GTP are determined

in this way. UTP represented 47 percent of the &ATP value

in one study R/-ef. 135_-/,. vihen this percentage is removed

from the calculated 6ATL values, the 4AT/ATP ratios

for the cruise data become: .65, high; .05, low.

.2, mean. ;hen values of productivity were enzymatically

determined, GTP/.t.lP were correlated to the productivi=y

measurements obtained through calculations of T/,?= and

a ccrreiaticn of -.04 was obtained. These results

indicate that GTP should be enzymatically determined from

field data. Results of an experiment /-- Ief. 136 -, wnlch

determined the levels of the four nucleotides in Neurcsccra

crassa during exponential growth in different mediums, suc-

-ort this ccncausicn.

Table I contains the results from the -2 auutoe-

croduct.u-i-y exrer;ment. XegardIess of the way in wnicn

t.e data are manioulated, the ass:rmilation number,



representing the amount of phytoplankton production deter-

mined by - uptake normalized to the amount of phytocpiankton

biomass present, is highly correlated to the prcductivity

.. . . he absolte oroductivity represented by

raw 24 uptake values was similarly well correlated with the

3T' values.

:'e results of this exoeriment lend credence to the

hypothesis that the productivity ratio represented by

GTX.T2 is a reasonable indicator of specific orcduction

and GTu levels are a good measure of the absolute pro-

ductivity. Since phytopankton represent anproximately

90 percent of the microbial biomass present in the micro-

plankton i-Ref.137_7, and since uptake measures primary

oroductivity both GT.P and GTS/ATP could orove to be useful

measurement3 for mapping relative rates of absolute and

specific productivity, respectively, in the ozen ocean.

. 1 "C--. 2 .- tcx_ . cTITY 4v:T~ £X.LRL'T

3augh , Xef. 138_7 obtained data on five groups a:

Tigrirous californicus, each group selected to represent a

different stage in .Dopulation gorowth. The .all-arav- "

female arouc had the hio:;est "- :, ratio of 4.C2, fill:wea

with rztlcs Df 3.,4 for t3e .5ng' gruc, 3.15 -r ,e

mixed' group, 2.11 for the all-but-aravid"

for tne Dicd' group.

Letermination af 2 TI .Tn rtoco : tO:s . ','- s-1e

a simir re onsnio oet¢een tIne .r7~'i<o ln>i -

/4
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gros zg.7 ,.The dT-'W~ratios in the ravia and

aLl-but-gravid groups were o-eterrninea to be .i25 and

SrespDectively. This re]-ationship indicates that a

hihrrate Of Drote-Jn svntnes-a occurred In zne grava-'

L em&les, whici is in accordlance witia -augh's osut.In

contrast, the hIighest J2 T*ratio was observed --n, the

miLxea -Dcculati on grcup- containing individuals bDertween

400-500 ^ m in soze. The average ratio of thaJs saze :'rac-

tion was .139, indicating that a higher rate or or=tein

synthesis occurred in this group than in eithqer of the

other ocooulation subgroups analyzed. b*ven if the mai-xed

ocoulation samciles which were subsamplied, extracted, analvzec,

and averaged were different fromn the mixed cpulaaaon grouc

selected by 3augh, his results indicate that - l tner

gro:uos selected for study h-ad lower le-vels : f to -

and, n.-ence, oro-tein svnthnesas-, than the -rzL-, -

3ecause o:f tas incconsistancy, results of t - <Lerainenrw

indicate that the GT /i .;% ratio may not be as~

a measure of growth in marine zcoooiank*Iton as Lt s an

o hytcplan-kton or the -Nz,/LNA ratlo may nor- be a ei-ale

,neasure of growth rote.



The nucleotree ratio,3T.T, was shown to be a ocod

indicator of specific community producticn rcoll

ohvooanto). There aocears to be a =od o creemrient wit,

orcte-in biosynthesis because or the correlatlzn or this

ratio- with > assimilation numbers and "z-e co~rrelatrron

of G2T-- concentrations with raw C caeva; ues. Use of

this ratio to rna:D soecific community biosyznth'esis within

oceanic features, both spatiall,/ and temco-rally, could

crove invaluable in understanding thne no:nconservatove

orccesses which occur in the oceanlc envlronrnent. The

simultaneous determination of a.<T-2P and 3T-- 2rcvlded evidence

th, at ~A~is not always a reliable estimatz :f the amount

o:f 3TP in naturally occurring ccrmmunt.' or"a

trons. n -view of this -finding, enzntcoorrrain:

3T2- is necessary for oroductivity analvses. - ov be

oDcssible zo extend knowledge of the direct re..aroonsnao

between -zrrrarv oroductivity and nutrient 'levels to the

more subtle relationshic between orlmarv u rcaLctivity

and cnanges in zhysical f orcaIng functions.

-ome interesting conclus-,rs can oe o'rawn frcm toe

inter7cretation of the _cto:ber aI c crui se. :he I-i:'ost

_T9 lvels o r absolute -3roducti.-n was : oc =era-

ston emi: ,rature and nutet radiaents. o 5
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waters bordering the equatorward edge of the cold nutrient

rich unwelled water provided the conditions which were

favorable for this development. Quantitative determination

of the "dilution rate" (nutrient flux) and its relation-

ship tothe growth rate kGTP/ATP) will determine the influence

of the changing nutrient field and its subsequent impact on

the biological field LRef. 139_. A better understanding

of the surface circulation of upwelling features is necessary

before this determination will be possible. Once the impact

of the nutrient flux can be determined quantitatively,

models and predictive equations can be developed based on

the "natural chemostat" analogy LRef. 140, 141, 142_7,

where the rate of nutrient flux can be directly related

to the growth rate of the phytoplankton. It may then be

possible, given satellite information which has been cor-

rected for prevailing atmospheric conditions, to deduce

nutrient maps from satellite derived sea surface tempera-

tures and to extrapolate these findings to infer the dis-

tribution of biomass and productivity. Studies of features

in all stages of development will be necessary before a

model can be developed to predict potential biomass loca-

tion and growth potential. This prediction would neces-

sarily be a function of the depth of the source water

which determines the nutrient concentrations and, thus,

the absolute biological potential of any individual system.

The depth of the source water is dependent on the age of

37



the feature, season, and recent wind stress -Ref. 143_7.

Further study of the spatial and temporal extent of steady

state conditions and measurements of flux both through

the sea surface and the thermocline would be desirable

for expansion of these results into open ocean regions.

Since an increase in biological activity can alter the

optical '.ronerties of seawater and increase ambient noise

levels and reverberation, significantly degrading Antisub-

marine Warfare (AS,) operations, it is important to gain

a better understanding of the distribution and development

of biomass. Such understanding could be incorporated into

optical and acoustical prediction models for direct

military application.
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